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CLIQ® Remote
Access at a distance for void properties



In today’s security conscious world, a locking system that is totally flexible and yet easy-to-
use, is an obvious choice for those looking for an innovative security solution.

CLIQ® Remote is a security locking system with high-end micro-electronics, programmable 
keys and cylinders.  

It offers landlords in the Social Housing sector more cost-effective access management of 
void properties. Combining the latest mechanical platform with an advanced electronic 
function to provide flexible control of keys, access rights and audit trails. 

CLIQ® Remote is a wireless system which allows you to give key holders – regardless 
of location – remote access to a building. Each key can be programmed and updated 
individually. This means key holders have access only to the areas relevant to them and 
during their allocated times and/or dates.

CLIQ® Remote is flexible so you can update or change permissions for key holders as 
frequently as required. Key holders update their CLIQ® Remote keys using a wall or mobile 
programming device for the changes to take place.

The system is managed using the online CLIQ® Remote Web Manager software. This intuitive 
tool makes it simple to manage access rights, enable or disable keys and customise access 
schedules, either on site or on the go.

Why CLIQ® Remote?



Features and benefits  
of CLIQ® Remote

By eliminating the need for physical key handovers, CLIQ® Remote technology instantly 
removes work flow delays, ensuring that maintenance staff or contractors have the correct 
access to void properties at correct times, eliminating costly wasted site visits. Loss reduction  
is also achieved by being able to lock properties down during non-working hours. 

With CLIQ® Remote’s full audit trail facility, proof of access is assured, providing  
a major deterrent against theft or unauthorised on site access. The major task of managing 
void property keys is greatly simplified increasing accountability and reducing losses.

CLIQ® Remote provides:
•  The ability to upgrade the security of void properties wherever they are located,  

particularly as the risk of crime and vandalism increases when properties are empty.

•  Flexible access right management.

•  Streamlined key management to ensure void properties stand empty for less time.

•  Easier management where out-of-hours contractors are used, because keys can be 
programmed to work for a limited time-period.

•  No more key swapping, saving staff time and money and making more efficient  
use of property security budgets.

The result: a streamlined work flow, with fewer tenant delays, properties empty for less time 
and significant cost savings – saving time and money administering your void properties.
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